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OUR PRESIDENT

alert and ready at the Golden Gate KC benched show.

Inportant Notice
To
l'lenbers

The Club's fiscal year co1T111ences on June 1st and, as in the past,
the August issue of the Hounds' Bugle will include the membership
roster for the new year. As appears in the Minutes, it was decided at
the May membership/directo rs' meeting that telephone numbers should be
included with members' addresses except where a particular member
might prefer otherwise. Accordingly, if you do not lllaflt your telephone
ruit>er listed in the roster, please let me know before August 10th.
(707) 937-0301 or Box 10B, Comptche, CA 95427.
In this connection, the Treasurer reports that the response to the
"dues due" inserts in the April Hounds' Bugle has saved the Club a
considerable amount of postage that separate mailings would otherwise
have cost. There are still several members he hasn't heard from,
so he hopes they will send in their dues and make "second notices" unnecessary.
- Editor
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEETING - May 4 , 1991
The meeting was called to order at 11:10 A.M. by President Greg Shaw at the El Rancho Tropicana Motel Coffee
Shop in Santa Rosa, California. Present were: Terry
Burchett, Karen Corriea, Joan Sanford, Joan Trifiletti,
Greg & Marilyn Shaw, Maria Grotano, Ron Trifiletti,
SUzanne Mccombs, Janet & Linda Souza, Genevieve Fink,
Agnes Tara, John & Belle Hays, Ken & Carol Gabriel,
Marcia Weeks, Jane Kit Christie, Don Rasrrrussen and
Nancy Sekerewitz.
SECRETARY'S REPORT - A letter was received from Frank
Sabella indicating that he was relinquishi ng his AKC
judge's license as he was going into a conflicting
business venture. An application fonn was received
from the IWCA if anyone is interested in hosting the
National Specialty. Various pieces of corres:i;:x:mdence
were received regarding the San Mateo County ban on
dog breeding. According to the latest infonnation
received, the Task Force which has been established
to look at this problem is progressing in a good
direction for the serious breeders. ASFA reported to
us that Rhodesian Ridgebacks have been accepted for
lure coursing. The following applicants were read
and approved to be accepted into the Club: Gary &
Debbie Remick and Albert & Diane Pinney.
TREASURER'S REPORT - John Hays reported that our
current balance is $5,231.06. We are currently
distributin g 135 Bugles.
CONSTITUTION COMMITI'EE - The suggested Constitutio n
changes will be ready for the next meeting.
1991 SPECIALTY - Everything is on schedule for the
Specialty except a new judge must be selected to
replace Mr. Sabella. The following names were
suggested: Martha Dean, Beverly Little, Joan Urben,
Anne Rogers Clark, Gerda Kennedy, Leo Borello.
Martha Dean received the rrost votes and was contacted
by phone and accepted . A follow-up letter will be
sent to her.
NEW BUSINESS - The next meeting will be Saturday
evening, July 20th following the Golden Gate Show.
Many members would like phone numbers on the membership roster.
Meeting adjourned at 12:37 P.M.
Sul:::mitted by Linda Scuza - Secretary
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Wine Countr:r: KC
Judge: Lynette Schilling-Watson

AEril 19 1 1991

BOB- Ch. Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
WB,BOS- Major Acres Patsy Fagan ~ Trifeletti/Gabriel
WO.BOW- Major Acres Mick Maguire - Trifeletti/Gabriel
RWD- Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
RWB- Kellcastle Ashling Faolan - Lindseth/McKernan

Chief Solano KC
Judge: Mrs. Paula Hartinger

AEril 20 1 1991

BOB- Ch. Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
BOS- Ch. Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
WD,BOW- Starkeeper Eric of Major Acres - Gabriel/Major
* * * Finished Championship * * *
WB- Scorpio's Minerva Ryan D'Pool - Pool-Harris
* * * Finished Championship *
RWD- Mac Da Cupla - Barnett
RWB- Ailinn Gadhar - Barnett

Sir Francis Drake KC
Judge: Frank Sabella
BOB- Ch . Ma j or Acres King Thomond - Hi te/Major
BOS- Ch . Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
WB,BOW- Bailebrae Kindred Spirit - Grotano
WD- Major Acres Mick Maguire - Trifeletti/Gabriel
RWD- Fleetwind Carr oy B. Cassi dy - Rosebrock
RWB- Bai lebrae Dominique - Grotano

AEril 21 1 1991
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MENSONA KENNEL CLUB
JUDGE:

Clayto n Webb

MAY'. .:4, 1991

4-9-3-1

BOB: CH MAJOR ACRES KING THOMOND - Hite & Major
BOS: SCORPIO' s MINERVA RYAN o' POOL - Pool-H arris
BOW, WD: SEACHTAIN'.S CHAUNCEY OF K - Weeks
WB:
BAILEBRAE KINDRED SPIRIT - Grotano
RWB: ARDROCACH Is DIXI WINDWALKER - Corrie a
RWD: DESTINY LEIGH 0' LADD - McCombs
REDWOOD EMPIRE KENNEL CLUB

MAY 5, 1991

JUDGE:

6-9-3-1

Diane Malenf ant

BOB: CH CASTLEMAINE' S BIACKMAIL - Shaw
BOS' BOW' WB: DESTINY LOILEIG H 0 I LADD - Mccomb s
WD:
DESTINY LEIGH 0' I.ADD - McCombs
RWD: SEACHTAIN Is CHAUNCEY OF K - Weeks
RWB: DESTINY LW 0' LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
SOUTHERN OREGON KENNEL CLUB

MAY 17, 1991

JUDGE:

4-6-2-0

Lila Wadswo rth

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS' BOW' WB: DESTINY LOILEIG H 0 I LADD - Mccomb s
wo: oosTlNX LEIGH o' LADD - Mccomb s
RWD: KELLCASTLE'S STERLING ARTHUR - Prill & Sirchi a
RWB: LIILIPU T GOOD QUEEN BESS - Little
El{GENE KENNEL CLUB

MAY 18, 1991

JUDGE:

4-6-2-0

Kent Delane y

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, WB: LIILIPU T GOOD QUEEN BESS - Little
BOW, WD: DESTINY LEIGH 0' LADD - McCombs
RWD: KEILCA STLE'S STERLING ARTHUR - Prill & Sirchi a
RWB: DESTINY LOILEIG H 0 I LADD - Mccomb s
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ROGUE VALLEY KENNEL CLUB

MAY 19, 1991

Judge:

4-6-2-0

Loraine Boutwell

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, WB: SOLSTRAND TAI.LANN - Prill
BOW, WD: DESTINY LEIGH O'LADD - Mccombs
RWD: KELLCASTLE'S STERLING ARTHUR - Prill
RWB: MORGAN'S MAGIC OF MISTY ISLE - Riley

& Sirchia

HANG'l'OWN KENNEL CLUB

MAY 25, 1991

JUDGE:

4-8-3-2

Dr. Gerda Kennedy

BOB: CH CASTLEMAINE BLACKMAIL - Shaw
BOS: CH SIDHE C100I'Y OF GILLA MACHREE - Heskett
BOW' WB: KNIGH'IWIND I s IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett &
Stockham
WD:
SEACHTAIN I s CHAUNCEY OF K - Weeks
RWD: FAOLAN 0 I CAGNEY OF TARA HTS - Tara-Curtis
RWB: CASTLEMAINE' S ENA - Shaw

SAN JOAQUIN KENNEL CLUB

MAY 26, 1991

JUDGE:

1-7-3-1

Mr. H. M. Cresap

BOB: CH MAJOR ACRES KING THOMOND - Hite & Major
BOS, WB: DESTINY LW O'LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOW, WD: FLEE'IWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rosebrock &
Thomasson
RWB: CASTLEMAINE' S ENA - Shaw

GOLDEN VALLEY KENNEL CLUB

MAY 27, 1991

JUDGE:

1-4-1-1

William Bergum

BOB: CH GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH FLEEIWIND CARROY VANESSA - Rosebrock
BOW' WB: CASTLEMAINE I s ENA - Shaw
WD:
FLEE'IWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rose0rock &
Thomasson
RWB: HANNAH LANDSKRONER - Landskroner
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RENO KENNEL CLUB

JUNE 1, 1991

JUDGE:

4-7-2-0

Douglas Shipley

BOB: CH CASTLEl\1AINE 1 S BLACKMAIL - Shaw
BOS, BOW, WB: DESTINY LW o' LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
WD:
MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
RWD: KNIGH'IWIND'S CI.ANCY O'TOOI.E - Harris
RWB: KNIGH'IWIND'S !RISH LADY ANNE - Burchett & Stockham

BONANZA KENNEL CI1JB

JUNE 2, 1991

JUDGE:

3-7-2-0

Patricia Hillyard

BOB, BOW, WB:

DESTINY LW O'LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza

*** FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP ***
BOS :
WD:
RWB:
RWD :

CH CASTLEMAINE' S BLACKMAIL - Shaw
KNIGHIWIND' S CLANCY O' TOOI.E - Harris
KNIGH'IWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett & Stockham
MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett

DONNER TRAIL KENNEL CLUB

JUNE 8, 1991

JUDGE:

2- 8-1- 2

Eugene Shabatura

BOB: DESTINY LW 0' LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS, BOW, WD: DESTINY I.EIGH o' LADD - Mccombs
*** FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP ***
WB:
KNIGH'IWIND 1 s El\1ERALD MIST - Stockham
RWB: MERCEDES VON DER OELMUKLE - Graham & Eaton
RWD: KNIGHIWIND'S CI.ANCY O'TOOI.E - Harris

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY KENNEL CLUB

JUNE 9, 1991

J i.JDGE:

3-8- 2-2

Kent Delaney

BOB: DESTINY LW 0' LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS : CH CASTLl!l~NE'S BLACKMAIL - Shaw
BOW I WB: BAILEBR~ KINDRED SPIRIT - Grotano
WD:
BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MUROUGH - Stuart
RWD: MAJOR ACRES MICK MCGUIRE - Trifeletti & Gabriel
RWB : GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
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San Mateo Update
The San Mateo County ordinance imposing mandatory spay and
neuter of dogs and cats, breeding moratorium and licensing of
breeders is currently under study by the Community Animal
Control Task Force charged with recommending criteria for
implementation. Because the Task Force was not seated until
mid-March. the effective date of the ordinance has been moved
to September 1.
The Task Force has about 30 members, divided into a Policy and
Technical committee. Meetings are open to the public and
press. While Task Force members agreed not to prematurely
discuss conclusions in the media, proceedings are not secret.
Members gained access to County Animal Control data as well
as that kept by Peninsula Humane Society, contact provider of
animal control services and the initiator of the ordinance. One
fact is now clear - there are not 10.000 healthy, adoptable
animals eutha.a1ized. However, there are some.
The Technical committee formed subcomittees for breeder
licensing, spay/neuter and education. So far, their conclusion
has been to promote a subsidy program for spay/neuter by local
veterinarians, since the shelter facility is a capacity and not well
located.
The Policy committee has been learning nuts and bolts of county
policy making. The problem of limit laws and the fact that there
are only 5 licensed kennels, four of which do commercial
boarding, in the unincorporated area underlies some discussions.
With no means to legally keep more than 2 cats or dogs, attention
shifted to compliance with current dog licensing. San Mateo
County currently have differential licensing - $20 for an intact
dog, non- senior citizen owner.
The Task Force has been a large time commitment for some of the
individual members, but has exposed the actual workings of the
animal control operation. There have been positive meetings and
negative matings. No bets are on as to the end result - whether
the ordinance will go into effect as written, with substantial
amendments or not at all.

From RDOGS Slbni.ttecl by Linda Souza

!
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Breeding Ban
An article by attorney Marshall H. Tanick in the May issue of "Dog
Wor ld11 explains the constitutional issues facing the breeding
moratorium recently enacted by the San Mateo County board of
supervisors applicable to unincorporated portions of the county
which issues he feels may well invalidate it by violating the
constitutional right to "due process of law". Quite independent of the
wisdom of the proposal, the question he raises is whether it is legal
to do so. Following are the constitutional objections he raises:
1)The ordinance apparently makes duration of the breeding moratorium
dependent upon whether "substantial progress" has been made toward
achieving its objective, and the mandate to spay/neuter is conditional
upon a future determination that "zero growth" has not been achieved.
Says attorney Tanick:
"Under well-established court rulings, legislation violates
the constitutional principle of due process of law if it is too
vague to be understood by persons of ordinary intelligence.
Regardless of the acumen of the San Mateo County supervisors, who
must make the initial 'zero growth 1 determinations, an
ordinary citizen is unlikely to understand what the phrase
means. It is defined in the ordinance as the level of population
growth of dogs and cats at which stray or abandoned animals can
be controlled 'without the necessity for euthanasia of any
healthy dog or cat' in the county . This termi nology is
susceptible to differing meanings. It is unclear what level must
be maintained to avoid killing dogs and cats. Moreover, the
phrase 'necessity for euthanasia' begs the question of whether
any such action is ever 'necessary'.
The ambiguousness of the 'zero growth' concept is amplified by
the equally vague term 'substantial progress'. Lacking any
legislative definition , the phrase is subject to arbitrary and
capricious determination by the board of supervisors. That too
would offend the due process of law."
2) In addition to the difficulty of vague language, Mr. Tani ck
questions whether the proposed ordinance is 'buttressed on legally
sufficient findings'. He states:
"The concept of due process of law also requires that
legislation be related rationally to an actual social problem.
The San Mateo ordinance in particular, and probably others like
it, does not address adequately the nature and scope of
the perceived pet population problem. In San Mateo County, for
instance, the legislation recites that there are approximately
10,000 healthy stray dogs and cats subject to euthanasia
annually in the county. Assuming the accuracy of this figure,
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8 reeding Ban cont 1 d.
the statistic alone does not support a breeding ban of both dogs
and cats •••• a perceived excess of dogs in the county does not
warrant killing cats; similarly, if there are deemed to be too
many cats, that does not warrant or justify executing dogs. The
County has, unfortunately, taken a blunderbuss approach to
legislation. The lack of finely tuned statistics to support any
proposed breeding ban or mandatory spaying or neutering renders
the legislation violative of due process of law and perhaps
other constitutional provisions as well."
3) The proposal also "could be deemed to infringe upon
fundamental constitutional guarantees of travel and movement by
individuals. To the extent that people within the county are deterred from moving into unincorporated portions of the county
because of the existence of the breeding and neutering
strictures, their constitutional right to travel is impaired.
Outsiders also are restricted from coming into San Mateo
County for fear of running afoul of the legislation. This is
particularly true of individuals and organizations engaged in
commercial breeding, dog shows, obedience programs and other
pecuniary- directed efforts. Their right to earn a livelihood,
also constitutionally protected under the concept of due process
of law, is impaired by this type of legislation.
The propriety of a local unit of government enacting
legislation of this kind also is suspect. In most states,
including California, state law proscribes local units of
government from enacting measures that may be pre-empted by, or
conflict with, statewide legislation. In many instances, local
pet control ordinances like this may fall prey to this
pre-emption doctrine."
Mr . Tanick concludes by stating that there are other more "esoteric
legal grounds" upon which a challenge to such legislation could be
predicated and predicts that litigation will no doubt soon be
instituted in which the courts will have to resolve these
constitutional issues.
Marshall Tanick is a Minneapolis attorney who has been involved in
many pet-related legal matters, including a successful challenge of the
"pit bull" ordinance in Minneapolis.

I

ams Co. sent three tons of dog food to
the 100-plus K-9 corps members
stationed in Saudi Arabia, while
Ralston Purina shipped over 12 cases of
dog snacks.
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Insuring Your Pet
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Currently, there are two companies that offer insurance for cats
and dogs. One is based in California, the other one is based in
Connecticut. Both extend coverage for lab fees, surgery, X-rays,
injections and prescriptions. Congenital hereditary defects such as
hip dysplasia are not included, nor is any preventative care such as
vaccinating, spaying or castrating. There are age limits also,
depending upon the company.
One major problem is the pre-set cost of services established by
the insurance agencies; if the dog's surgery costs $500 and the agency
lists that service for $300, $300 is the amount the client is
reimbursed. Another problem is the time it takes between submission of
a claim and payment for that claim.
Because insurance basically covers emergencies and accidents, pet
owners with accident-prone pets are the more likely to take out
insurance. Though pet insurance premiums are relatively low, the
percentage of insured pets to date is very small.
It should be added that recently the California Insurance Corrmissioner, John Garamendi, in a get-tough campaign against companies that
delay paying claims, filed charges against the California pet
insurance agency. Caveat emptor!
- North Bay Pets
It's A Small World
When we desperately need a veterinarian it's either a Sunday or a
holiday like Christmas. Thus, on a recent Sunday we had occasion to
rush to the Sonoma County Emergency Clinic with our Lab who had
apparently been bitten by some noxious creature, never identified. The
Lab's head and neck was swelling to the danger point of cutting off
his air passage, so the two and a half hour trip was one we took
gladly, and the clinic staff did a thorough and competent job of
having our dog out of danger, recovering and ready to go home the next
day.
At the clinic on Monday to retrieve the Lab, as we were paying our
bill, what should walk out of an examining room but an Irish Wolfhound
with her owner. Being nosey, we were soon in conversation with the
owner who turned out to be NCIWC member Susan Capelis with Tara,
(Knightwind's Tara, a daughter of Grianan Ladd of Limerick). Susan had
been equally surprised to discover that her doctor at the emergency
clinic, Dr. Michael Magne, also has a Limerick bitch he named Tara who
is a look-alike, though is older than her Tara!
In discussing this encounter and checking my facts with Linda
Souza, the world became even smaller when Linda pointed out that .9.!dE
Brian of Limerick is a litter brother of Dr. Magne's Tara!!
To Susan's Tara - all our best wishes for your recovery.
- Editor
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Flea Control - A Refresher Course
Insecticides vary in their ability to kill fleas, remain in the
environment and cause poisonings in pets.
Pyrethrins are natural insecticides derived from certain species of
chrysanthemums and are considered the safest insecticides available.
Pyrethroids or synthetic pyrethrins often have stronger insecticidal
activity and a slightly more residual action than natural pyrethrins.
It is thought that they are not as safe, either.
Carbamates last longer in the environment and are considered more toxic
than the pyrethrins although toxicity varies considerably among
products.
Organophosphates originated as nerve gas in World War II and are
considered to be one of the more toxic to mammals insecticides. Their
residual activity varies with the chemical structure from slight to
very persistent.
Insect Growth Regulators (IGRs) provide a source of juvenile growth
hormone to the environment which prohibits immature flea forms (eggs
and larvae) from developing into adults. Most IGRs are available in
combination with an insecticide to treat for adults as well.
Natural Insecticides are typically made from rosemary, wormwood,
pennyroyal, eucalyptus or citronella. Diatomaceous earth appears to
work by damaging the insect's external skeleton, causing it to
dehydrate and die. Brewer's yeast, thiamine and garlic are considered
by some people to be flea deterrents, but such merits are not
substantiated by scientific studies
"The tendency to become allergic to flea bites is not strictly a chance
occurrence, and most cases are seen in animals with other allergies,
those intermittently exposed to fleas and those not exposed to fleas
until later in life. Perhaps in some evolutionary strategy, dogs and
cats exposed to fleas early in life and continuously, rarely develop
clinical allergies to flea bites. By far the highest incidence of
clinical flea allergies is seen in dogs exposed to fleas on an
intermittent basis."
- Lowell Ackerman, D.V.M.
Pet Focus
And more from Kennel Healthline
Read labels carefully and know your derivatives. Know that even safe
insecticides, if used in conjunction with each other, can combine to
become lethal chemicals.
If you are using a very puppy-safe pyrethrin-based product but
suddenly switch to a limonene-based (citrus-based) product that is also
safe for puppies, you might produce a flaccid paralysis in some or all

Fleas cont'd
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of your pups because most pyrethrin products contain piperonyl
butoxide. Many pyrethrin products are safe even for nursing puppies,
and most limonene products are safe for pups over the age of 6 weeks.
But combining these 2 puppy-safe products may be catastrophi c for an
entire litter, particularl y for certain chemically sensitive breeds
such as sighthounds .
There are three families of insecticide s most commonly applied to
pets, and they can be identified by their names listed under "active
ingredients ": 1) Pyrethrins: While exceptions exist, the names of most
pyrethrin-b ased chemicals end with 11 -rin11 • ( tetramethri n, d-phenothri n,
permethrin, etc.) 2)&3) Organophosphates and Carbamates: These are two
distinct chemicals but they share a similar mechanism of action and
thus a similar antidote, and their designation s usually end in 11 -ate",
often incorporati ng the words "phosphate" or "carbamate" .
As with any poison, take extreme care and consult with your veterinarian as to the safest flea control for your pet.

Hearbdorm
Although there are treatments for Heartworm Disease, clearly
prevention is the preferred alternative . Not only can Heartworm
Disease be fatal for your dog, the treatments used to cure it can
also be dangerous, causing liver and kidney damage and even death.
Dogs should be tested 11a11 for the presence of heartworm microf ilariae
in the bloodstream, and preventive medicine should be started if the
screening is clear.
Some dogs can have heartworms for months or even years before
clinical signs are evident and the owner becomes aware of a problem.
Some of the first clinical signs are lack of energy and/or exercise
intolerance . Coughing, poor appetite and weight loss are other
clinical signs. As the disease progresses there is labored breathing,
falling over, coughing up blood - and death. It is clearly preferable
to start preventive measures now.

Carbon-monoxide Poisoning
Carbon- monoxide poisoning can occur in campers and station wagons
driven with rear windows open. Any moving vehicle with a rear tailgate
or door will suck exhaust fumes inside if the rear window is open, or
the door does not fit properly. Of special concern are pickup trucks
with camper shell covers. The enclosed bed may not be properly
ventilated, and in some trucks, holes in the wall of the truck bed,
behind the cab, can let deadly fumes enter the enclosed bed.
- Bottom Line
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Housetraining
Those dealing with castaside pets in shelters and with pet owners
seeking help with problems are well aware that the no. 1 behavioral
reason for getting rid of a pet is failure to housetrain. There is
probably more literature and advice available on this subject than on
any other aspect of pet training. However, virtually all the material
addresses the existing problem, rather than prevention of the problem
to begin with.
So many people tend to think of and write about housetraining the
puppy as something that is begun at some weeks of age, long after the
habit of eliminating is well set in the puppy 1 s routine. Puppies are
born with the instincts needed to keep their dens clean. We raise them
in ways that destroy all that good work nature has done for us, so then
we must rebuild that instinctual behavior to achieve housetraining
later.
Consider the puppy raised in a concrete-floored kennel. No matter
how clean the flooring is kept, the puppy becomes accustomed to
eliminating on a hard surface and sees no difference in concrete and
the hard floor of his new home. Consider the puppy raised on newspaper
in a home environment. He will always seek out paper to use, and if
none is available he will consider any part of the home environment is
all right to use.
Some of the breeds most commonly chosen as house pets seem to be the
ones that are most difficult to housetrain. The very small breeds of
dogs are raised indoors in exercise pens, wire-floored playpens or on
paper in a corner of the kitchen or utility room because they are
thought too delicate to be put outside on natural ground. Elimination
on the floors of a house has always been acceptable and normal for them
so it 1 s difficult to change. Large breed dogs are often whelped in a
sheltered area such as a garage with free access to an outdoor run so
they retain their instincts and are naturally thought to be "easier to
housetrain than smaller breeds".
Puppies should start their lives in a sheltered nest, of course - a
whelping area that is warm, protected and bedded with some material
that they are encouraged to keep clean - something they won't encounter
later on and be tempted to soil. Most important, they should have easy
access to an outdoor natural surface. If given the chance, they will
start quite early to toddle away from their nest to eliminate.
Viewing housetraining as something that is shaped and ingrained from
a puppy's earliest days rather than something to be started at a later
stage of development is a gift of love every breeder owes to puppies.
Consider the toll that housetraining failure exacts when it is the
number one reason for pets becoming unwanted and losing the chance they
might have had for a happy home .
- From an articl e by Jenel l Bri nson
in Dog World
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Miscellany
Fleas are not all bad for your dog. Most dogs with a small number
of fleas develop an immunity that reduces the dog's reaction to flea
bites. Dogs who are completely flea-free are more likely to develop a
bad reaction to a random flea bite.
- Mother Earth News

*

*

*

*

Dry pet food contains more protein than canned pet food, and costs
much less. Canned food for a 40-pound dog costs $300-$400 per year;
dry food, about $100.
- Good Housekeeping

*

*

*

*

Remove burrs from a dog's coat by working oil into the tangle. If
no oil is available, crush the burrs with pliers and comb them out.
- Sports Afield

*

*

*

*

To zap fleas, put a flea collar in your vacuum cleaner bag.

*

*

*

*

Use vinegar to remove the smell of urine from a carpet. Because
urine smells of ammonia, ammonia-based cleaners will draw the animal
back to the spot.
- Dog Fancy

*

*

*

*

Bloat kills about 36,000 dogs each year. Large dogs are most
vulnerable. Precautions include: give three small meals daily instead
of one large meal. Don't let the dog e~ercise before or after eating.
Don't let the dog drink a lot of water after a meal.
- Dr. Michael Fox in McCall's

*

*

*

*

Frequent pet abuse by a child is a predictor of future violent
behavior toward people, according to a study in federal prisons.
Counseling can help a child handle his aggressive feelings.
- American Health

*

*

*

*

Fat dogs have 75% more cardiovascular problems and 50% more cancers
and movement problems than thinner dogs.
- UC 1 s Wellness Letter
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From The President
President Greg Shaw reminds everyone that only those who have paid
their 1 91- 1 92 membership dues will be included in the Membership Roster
which will be in the next Hounds' Bugle. Send in your check while it's
on your mind!
Greg hopes to see a big turnout at the club Match the end of this
month at the Souza's, and he also hopes there will be a big attendance
at the annual dinner/meeting next month. There will be good fellowship
and lots of dog-talk, so please come along.
The President further directs that everyone have a pleasant summer!

Candid camera artistry here and on page 2 by
roving :reporter Angie Pool-Harris
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